Student Achievements

Congratulations to our students for winning the following prizes and scholarships:

Bronze Prize in General Education Best Essay Award 2018-2019
TSANG Wai Hung, “Humanity as the Limits for Modern Science”

Scholarship for Prospective Teachers 2020-21
CHEUNG Yan Yiu Charlie, CHEUNG Yu Him, CHONG Yuen Ting, LAM Hei Tung

The HK-SG Digital Travel Bubble

Professor Eddie Tay is one of the editors to present The HK-SG Digital Travel Bubble, featuring poems and photographs of HK and Singapore, brought to you “by the mutual love affair between Singaporeans and Hongkongers.” Participants include our students Sophie Ip, Emily Olsson and Maheen Haider.

While residents eagerly awaited the opening of the first Hong Kong-Singapore physical travel bubble since the COVID-19 outbreak, poets have taken travel plans into their own (sanitised and socially distanced) hands with The HK-SG Digital Travel Bubble. This ekphrastic series pairs together 16 poets for a digital poetry experience that will transport readers between the twinned cities.

Don’t miss the upcoming live Facebook launch:

Date: 20 February 2021 (Saturday)
Time: 3pm – 4pm
Venue: Facebook Live via The Substation

Research Seminar

Professor Jay Parker will give a talk with the title “Divine violence, ironic silence, and poetic justice in Conrad’s The Secret Agent” at 11:30am on 26 February (Friday). Please refer to more details here.

Join Zoom Meeting
Zoom Meeting ID: 972 5772 4087 (Password: 583805)